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Abstract 14 

More and more studies have recognized the crucial impact of upstream rainout effect 15 

and convective activities on the stable isotopic composition of precipitation (δ18Op) and 16 

water vapor (δ18Ov) at mid and low latitudes. However, it is difficult to precisely 17 

identify the upstream rainout and convection zones using the traditional time-lagged 18 

spatial correlation method. Based on a continuous high-resolution δ18Ov and δ18Op 19 

dataset in Nanjing (eastern China), a novel method of upstream key rainout region 20 

identification (UKRRI) is developed for reliably identifying the key upstream rainout 21 

and convection zones. Based on the UKRRI method, we find that summer δ18Ov and 22 

δ18Op in Nanjing are primarily controlled by the rainout effect and convective activities 23 

along the moisture transport pathway from the Maritime Continent (MC), via the Indo-24 

China Peninsula and South China Sea (ICP_SCS), to Southeastern China (SEC), 25 

particularly over SEC. Contrary to existing studies, the Indian Ocean is not a major 26 

rainout and convection zone affecting δ18Op and δ18Ov in Nanjing. Our study has 27 

significant implications for the interpretation of stalagmite δ18O records in East Asian 28 

Monsoon (EAM) region.  29 

Introduction 30 

The amount effect refers to the negative correlation between monthly precipitation 31 

isotopic composition (δ18Op) and monthly rainfall amount observed in low latitudes1. It 32 

is the theoretical basis for the paleoclimate reconstruction from stable isotopic records 33 

of stalagmites, ice cores and tree rings in monsoon regions. However, the amount effect 34 



has been questioned by precipitation isotope observations at event2, daily3, monthly4 35 

and inter-annual5 timescales, causing intense debate on the interpretation of isotopic 36 

records from paleoclimate proxies in the East Asian Monsoon (EAM) region6. 37 

Asian speleothem δ18O records have been interpreted as “rainfall amount”7-9 and 38 

“monsoon intensity”10-13. Other processes are also emphasized, such as changes in 39 

atmospheric-ocean circulation (variation of moisture sources)5, 14, and the integrated 40 

regional precipitation variation from moisture sources to cave site15. In general, δ18O 41 

records in speleothem have inherited the isotopic signal of precipitation, assuming 42 

deposition under equilibrium conditions10, 16-17. Thus, there is an urgent need to 43 

understand the precise controlling factors for modern δ18Op, which becomes possible 44 

with the development of laser spectroscopic technologies18-20 and the subsequent 45 

availability of continuous high-resolution observations of both precipitation and water 46 

vapor isotopic composition (δ18Op and δ18Ov). Numerous studies found that variation 47 

of δ18Op and δ18Ov in rainy seasons are primarily controlled by upstream rainout process 48 

and large-scale convective activities, rather than local meteorological conditions, in mid 49 

and low latitude regions such as the Asian Monsoon region21-26, Indian Monsoon 50 

region27-29, tropical oceans30-34, Australian Monsoon region35, Central and South 51 

America36-40, and African Monsoon region41-42 (more details are summarized in Fig. 1 52 

and Supplementary Table 1).  53 

Most of these studies used the time-lagged spatial correlation analysis between stable 54 

isotopes (δ18Op, δ18Ov) and convective index (such as Outgoing Longwave Radiation, 55 

OLR), and identified the key upstream rainout and convection zone as the region with 56 

the highest correlation coefficients for a lead time of N days. Nevertheless, there are 57 

several problems with this method. First, most of spatial correlation analyses did not 58 

consider the actual moisture transport pathways2, 43-44. Second, even though some 59 

studies calculated the time-lagged correlation between δ18Op and the cumulative 60 

precipitation along air mass back trajectories21, 24, 35, 45, they did not consider the time 61 

difference among moisture transport from different source regions. As a result, the high 62 

correlation areas identified in these studies could result from atmospheric 63 

teleconnections and other spurious correlations46.  64 

In light of such methodological issues, a more reliable method is desirable to better 65 

identify the upstream rainout and convection zones. This requires long-term, high-66 

resolution stable isotope observations. Benefit from the laser spectroscopic techniques, 67 

high-resolution δ18Op and δ18Ov data have been collected for many sites during the past 68 

decade, but few of them offer continuous long-term observations (Supplementary Table 69 

1). In this study, we use an 8-year continuous high-resolution δ18Op and δ18Ov dataset 70 

for Nanjing (southeastern China) to develop a better method for identifying key 71 

upstream rainout and convection zones affecting Nanjing δ18Op and δ18Ov in the 72 

summer monsoon seasons (June-September, JJAS). Our results highlight the crucial 73 

importance of rainout processes and convective activities along the moisture transport 74 

pathways, and provide a new perspective for the interpretation of stalagmite δ18O 75 

records in the EAM region.  76 



Isotopic observations of water vapor and precipitation 77 

We established the atmospheric water vapor isotope observation system (Picarro 78 

L2120-i wavelength scanned cavity ring down spectroscopy, WS-CRDS) in the Station 79 

for Observing Regional Processes of the Earth System at Nanjing University (SORPES-80 

NJU) (32.12°N, 118.95°E)47, and started the δ18Ov data collection from 1st November 81 

2012. It continues to present, but the dataset used in this study ends on 30 September, 82 

2019. More details on the water vapor sampling and analysis procedures can be found 83 

in Li et al. (2020)48. We measured two reference standard liquid samples for data 84 

calibration: SD1 (δ18O of -10.009‰, δD of -69.476‰) and SD2 (δ18O of -29.676‰, 85 

δD of -225.372‰), provided by the Key Laboratory of Coast and Island Development 86 

of the Ministry of Education. In order to eliminate the influence of concentration 87 

dependency and drift of the isotopic composition during measurements49-50, detailed 88 

calibration were carried out for the in-situ measurement data48, 51. The final δ18Ov data 89 

was standardized to the IAEA VSMOW2-SLAP2 scale and averaged into daily data for 90 

this study. The analytical uncertainty was less than 0.2‰ for δ18Ov and 1‰ for δDv
48, 

91 

51.  92 

Precipitation samples were collected on rainy days from September 2011 to present, 93 

and the data used in this study ends in September 2019. Samples were sealed into 100 94 

mL polyethylene bottles and frozen at approximately -2℃ before measurement. 95 

Precipitation samples were measured by a Picarro L2120-i system, with the 96 

measurement precision less than 0.1‰ for δ18Op and 0.5‰ for δDp. More details on the 97 

analysis procedures were outlined in Tang et al. (2015)25. 98 

A novel method for identifying upstream rainout and convection zones 99 

As mentioned above, the existing spatial correlation method failed to consider the real 100 

moisture transport paths, and account for the time difference in moisture transport from 101 

different source regions. To counter these problems, we developed a novel method for 102 

more reliable identification of the upstream rainout and convection zones that most 103 

impact δ18Op and δ18Ov in Nanjing. OLR was adopted as an indicator of convection52. 104 

We name the new method as “upstream key rainout region identification (UKRRI)”, 105 

and Figure 2 provides a flow chart for the UKRRI method, which involves the following 106 

three steps. 107 

First, we quantitatively identified the moisture transport paths for all summer 108 

precipitation events in Nanjing. This was done by running the HYSPLIT backward 109 

trajectory simulation at four initial heights (1000 m, 1500 m, 2000 m and 3000 m) from 110 

September 2011 to September 2019. Based on the HYSPLT results, we further 111 

identified all moisture uptake locations on precipitating backward trajectories and 112 

estimated their contributions (Sp) to precipitation in destination (Nanjing) at the initial 113 

trajectory height, utilizing the moisture source diagnostic method outlined in53.  114 

Second, based on the spatial distribution of moisture uptake locations and regional 115 

geographic units, we divided the region into seven moisture source areas: Western 116 

Indian Ocean (WIO), Eastern Indian Ocean (EIO), Maritime Continent (MC), Indo-117 



China Peninsula and South China Sea (ICP_SCS), Western Pacific Ocean (WPO), 118 

Southeastern China (SEC), and Northern Continent (NC) (Fig. 3 and Supplementary 119 

Table 2). To account for the transport time difference for moisture uptake locations, we 120 

extracted each of their OLR value at the exact time when the uptake occurs. For each 121 

precipitation event, we calculated the amount (Sp) weighted mean OLR for all moisture 122 

uptake locations that fall within each of the seven source regions.   123 

Finally, we calculated the correlation between Nanjing stable isotopes (δ18Op and δ18Ov) 124 

in summer rainy days and the amount-weighted mean OLR for moisture uptake 125 

locations in each moisture source region. According to the correlation results, we can 126 

identify the most important upstream rainout and convection zones. In general, this new 127 

method effectively takes into account both the moisture transport pathways and the 128 

specific lead-time of moisture uptake locations along pathways (Fig. 3), hence provide 129 

more accurate results. More details about the UKRRI method can be found in 130 

Supplementary Information 2. 131 

Based on the UKRRI method, we also calculated the moisture contribution from each 132 

of the seven regions to Nanjing precipitation (Fig. 4), and the average moisture transport 133 

time from different source regions (Fig. 3). The great disparity in moisture transport 134 

time from different regions further illustrated the necessity and advantage of the 135 

UKRRI method to accurately identify upstream rainout and convection zones that 136 

impact downstream precipitation isotopic compositions.  137 

Results 138 

Figure 4 presents the regional moisture contribution, and correlation results between 139 

Nanjing δ18O and OLR for different moisture sources at four different initial back-140 

trajectory heights. Results are also summarized in Supplementary Table 3-4. rp and rv 141 

are correlation coefficients for δ18Op-OLR and δ18Ov-OLR respectively. Results show 142 

that the main pathway for moisture transport is a corridor of high moisture contribution 143 

from MC through ICP_SCS to SEC regions.  144 

Along this pathway, the SEC region contributes most moisture to Nanjing summer 145 

precipitation at all heights (32.2% - 37.1%), and has the most significant correlations 146 

between δ18O-OLR (0.30 ≤ rp ≤ 0.65, p < 0.001; 0.46 ≤ rv ≤ 0.78, p< 0.001). The 147 

ICP_SCS region contributes between 13.5% and 25.8% of moisture at various heights. 148 

The region has significant δ18Op-OLR correlations (0.24 ≤ rp ≤ 0.37, p< 0.01) at 1500m-149 

3000m AGL, and significant δ18Ov-OLR correlations (0.24 ≤ rv ≤ 0.32, p< 0.05) at 150 

1000m-2000m AGL. The MC region contributes less moisture (7.2% - 10.7%), but has 151 

the second highest δ18O-OLR correlations at 1000m-2000m AGL (0.42≤ rp ≤ 0.45, p< 152 

0.01; 0.42 ≤ rv ≤ 0.58, p< 0.01). 153 

The WPO region is the second most important source region, contributing 18.2% - 34.6% 154 

of the total moisture to Nanjing summer precipitation. The δ18O-OLR correlation varies 155 

at different initial heights. It has significant δ18Ov-OLR correlations (0.24 ≤ rv ≤ 0.31, 156 

p< 0.01) at 1000m-2000m AGL, and significant δ18Op-OLR correlation (rp = 0.36, p< 157 

0.001) at 1500m AGL. Both WIO and EIO contribute very little moisture to Nanjing 158 



summer precipitation, and have very few significant δ18O-OLR correlation, e.g. δ18O-159 

OLR correlation in EIO at 2000m AGL, the δ18Op-OLR correlation in WIO at 2000m 160 

AGL, and the δ18Ov-OLR correlation in WIO at 3000m AGL. 161 

Discussion 162 

Significant positive δ18O-OLR correlations are observed along the MC-ICP_SCS-SEC 163 

moisture transport pathway (especially over SEC) at all four initial back-trajectory 164 

heights (Fig. 4). This suggests that summer δ18Op and δ18Ov in Nanjing are primary 165 

controlled by rainout and convective activities along this moisture pathway because of 166 

its dominant moisture contribution to precipitation (Fig. 4). The particular importance 167 

of the SEC region in our result is supported by several studies on tracing moisture 168 

sources in Yangtze River Basin (YRB), which emphasize the important contribution of 169 

the terrestrial moisture from SEC54-58. In addition, the inter-annual variation of monthly 170 

precipitation amount-weighted average δ18Op in Nanjing in summer monsoon season 171 

(June-September) is highly consistent with those records from GNIP stations along the 172 

MC-ICP_SCS-SEC moisture transport pathway, such as Guangzhou, Hong Kong, 173 

Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur and Changsha (Supplementary Fig. 1). This consistency 174 

further confirms the importance of upstream rainout process and convective activities 175 

along the MC-ICP_SCS-SEC moisture transport pathway to the variation of summer 176 

δ18Op and δ18Ov in Nanjing. 177 

Although the WPO region has significant moisture contributions, it shows lower δ18O-178 

OLR correlations at four initial back-trajectory heights. This suggests that moisture 179 

source has only an indirect effect on the stable isotopic composition, the variation of 180 

which also depends on whether the air masses go through convection zones43, 59.  181 

Despite the general belief that moisture transport from the Indian Ocean (IO) is 182 

important for the whole monsoon region, the EIO and WIO regions only contribute 2.0% 183 

- 6.7% and 0.7% - 2.8% respectively to our study area at 1000m-3000m AGL. Similar 184 

results are also found by Shi et al. (2020)56, who estimates the moisture contribution 185 

from IO at only 2.4% ~ 9.5% during four sub-periods of the monsoon season even 186 

though it accounts for half of trajectories for YRB. This is largely because of the 187 

substantial moisture loss over moisture sink regions (Indian Peninsula and Indochina 188 

Peninsula). Consistent with the small moisture contribution from IO, the EIO and WIO 189 

regions show very few significant δ18O-OLR correlations in this study (Fig. 4). These 190 

results suggest that the Indian Ocean is neither a dominant moisture source, nor a main 191 

rainout and convection zone affecting δ18Op and δ18Ov in the EAM region. Our result is 192 

contrary to the conclusions of several previous studies in stalagmite δ18O records and 193 

isotope-embedded climate simulations in EAM region, which emphasize the role of 194 

upstream processes in the tropical Indian Ocean in depleting precipitation δ18O in the 195 

EAM region16-17, 60-62. However, the significance of these processes in Indian Ocean on 196 

the EAM stalagmite δ18O is not supported by the notable difference of stalagmite δ18O 197 

records between the EAM and ISM regions in terms of phase, variation amplitude and 198 

pattern on the glacial-interglacial as well as shorter than millennial time scales13, 63-68. 199 

Therefore, our results could provide a new perspective for interpreting stalagmite δ18O 200 



records in EAM region.         201 

Conclusions 202 

In this study, we develop a novel UKRRI method for identifying the key upstream 203 

rainout and convection zones for summer precipitation in Nanjing, taking into account 204 

the exact moisture transport pathway and the specific time difference for moisture 205 

transport from different source regions. By doing so, it effectively overcame the 206 

deficiency of traditional spatial correlation analysis method. Our results indicate that 207 

summer δ18Op and δ18Ov in Nanjing are primarily controlled by the rainout effect and 208 

convective activities along the moisture transport pathway from the Maritime Continent 209 

(MC), via the Indo-China Peninsula and South China Sea (ICP_SCS), to Southeastern 210 

China (SEC) (especially over SEC). Contrary to previous studies that emphasized the 211 

upstream rainout effect in the tropical Indian Ocean (IO), our results suggest that the 212 

IO is neither a dominant moisture source region, nor a major upstream rainout and 213 

convection zone affecting summer δ18Op and δ18Ov in Nanjing. Our results could 214 

provide a new perspective for interpreting speleothem δ18O records in the EAM region. 215 

Key upstream rainout and convection zones likely vary for different monsoon regions, 216 

because of the differences in topography43, the distribution of land and sea38, and large-217 

scale atmosphere circulation34, etc. This study provides a much needed methodology to 218 

use continuous long-term isotopic observation to identify precise upstream rainout and 219 

convection zones in global monsoon regions.  220 
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 441 

Fig. 1. A map of study sites in global monsoon regions focusing on the effects of 442 

upstream rainout and convective activities on precipitation isotopes. Black triangles 443 

present the observation sites; red points are GNIP stations from IAEA; and blue crosses 444 

are locations of cave speleothem and ice core records in existing studies. The details of 445 

these studies are summarized in Supplementary Table 1). The study site of Nanjing is 446 

marked by magenta star. 447 

 448 

 449 

Fig. 2 The flowchart for the UKRRI method for identifying key upstream rainout and 450 

convection zones. 451 

452 



 453 

Fig. 3 Moisture transport time (in number of days) to Nanjing at initial back-trajectory 454 

heights of 1000m (a), 1500m (b), 2000m (c), and 3000m (d) AGL. The black solid line 455 

rectangles represent seven moisture source regions, and the regional average tranport 456 

time is presented by the number in black bracket. The study site of Nanjing is marked 457 

by a black cross.  458 

 459 



 460 

Fig. 4 Fractional moisture contribution (regional summaries in brackets) and 461 

correlation coefficients of Nanjing δ18Op-OLR (rp, black) and δ18Ov-OLR (rv, red) in 462 

different moisture source regions at initial back-trajectory heights of 1000m (a), 1500m 463 

(b), 2000m (c), and 3000m (d) AGL. The black solid line rectangles represent seven 464 

moisture source regions. The study site of Nanjing is marked by a black cross. The 465 

shading represents the fractional moisture contribution (‰) of individual moisture 466 

uptake grid cells for summer precipitation in Nanjing. 467 

 468 
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